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The development of technology in medical is very quick and grows fast, for example: development in reproductive area. Since there is In-Vitro Fertilization so for the program which can help for husband and wife to have decline, with the method of in-vitro fertilization with other’s people uterus. And the problem which can help for husband and wife to have decline, with the method of in-vitro fertilization with other people uterus. And the problem that come from this development of technology is: how is the status of child cognition from in-vitro fertilization with other’s people uterus, with the mother who have been pregnant and birth of the baby. And this problem became a study for this research.

The statements of the problem in this research are: 1. How does the description about child result of in-vitro fertilization by other people’s uterus? 2. How does the law of in-vitro fertilization by through people’s womb in Islamic? This research categorized into library research and verification normative research. Source of data that used by the researcher are primary, secondary and tertiary law material. The technique of collecting data in this research is documentation, even though the method of processing data is description and verification, then processed and analyzed the data using the method qiyas, which connects a case that there are no other cases its nash to the existing legal texts because there are similarities between the legal ‘illat.

Researchers determined al-ashlu in this research that a wet nurse law, in an-Nisa’ verse 23, while al-far’u is status of child cognition from in-vitro fertilization with other people uterus the law for al-ashlu is forbidden to marry with your mother who have given suck you, the sister who have suckled at the same breast, while isytirakul ‘illat characteristic. Exactly the same feeding through the female organ(mother).

According to the description and the methodology of qiyas law istinbat used, it can be concluded that the status of the child cognition results through in-vitro fertilization womb others, have ties to the owner of the DNA of sperm and ovum, while the mother is pregnant and gave birth to only have a mahram relationship and diqiyyaskan to a wet nurse.